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Introductory Guidance
EA Technology have experience in providing Asset 
Management training that will supply an understanding 
of the fundamental aspects of Asset Management and 
how an Asset Management System provides a framework 
to achieve an organisation’s corporate objectives.

Gap Analysis Audit
EA Technology has a large amount of experience in 
assessing an organisation’s Asset Management System, 
using our bespoke audit tool. The Gap Analysis audit will 
provide the client with a maturity score for each part of 
the Asset Management System against the requirements 
of ISO55001.

Asset Management System Roadmap
As part of the Asset Management System gap analysis 
audit EA Technology can provide a roadmap that 
recommends how an organisation can develop its Asset 
Management System so that it is ISO5500 compliant.

Asset Management System Implementation
EA Technology can provide experienced Asset 
Management consultants to assist organisations in 
the implementation of their ISO5500 compliant Asset 
Management System.

Strategic Asset Management
EA Technology has a large amount of experience in 
assisting clients, with Strategic Asset Management 
Investment decisions through Strategic Asset 
Management advise, and implementation of our Asset 
Investment Management software.

Our Expertise
We have provided assistance to many UK and 
international organisations to develop their Asset 
Management Systems to be ISO55000/PAS55 compliant. 
EA Technology also has experience of assisting 
organisations convert their PAS55 Asset Management 
Systems into the newer ISO55000 standard.

Does your organisation 
have an understanding 
of ISO55000?

Does your organisation 
have an ISO55000 
compliant Asset 
Management System?

Do you need assistance 
in implementing an 
ISO55000 complaint 
Asset Management 
System?

Do you have the 
expertise to implement 
an Asset Management 
System?

Are you optimising the 
life of your assets? 

How can EA Technology 
support you? 

• Delivering your 
business plan using 
a defined Asset 
Management System

• Using your assets 
to help meet your 
business objectives

• Optimising asset life, 
helping to provide 
considerable bottom 
line cost savings

• Increasing return on 
investment (ROI)

• Realising substantial 
asset management 
performance and 
service improvements

• Provides visibility 
throughout the asset 
management decision 
chain

ISO55000
Drivers & Benefits



Safer, Stronger,
Smarter Networks

For further information on Asset Management
call 0151 347 2443, email asset.management@eatechnology.com 
or visit www.eatechnology.com

• Asset Management is EA Technology’s core strength.

• We have continually contributed to the evolution of this discipline, including development and 
participation in the launch of ISO 55000.

• Highly respected, and widely consulted by companies all over the world, we can help you demonstrate 
your commitment to the management of your asset portfolio - ensuring you consistently and 
effectively achieve your corporate objectives through the implementation of an ISO55000 compliant 
Asset Management System.

Asset Management Proposition
As global Asset Management experts, EA Technology can add value to an organisation by helping with 
everything from lifecycle management to Asset Investment Management (AIM). 
As part of a suite of Asset Management propositions, we can offer:

    Asset Management System GAP analysis audits

    Review of Asset Management System Implementation 
plans

    Strategic Asset Management 

    Technical advice and support 

    Optimising asset data/information to assist decision 
making

    Specification of an Asset Management System 


